CONFERENCES & EVENTS
AT REYKJAVÍK NATURA
Welcome

The meeting and event facilities at Icelandair Hotel Reykjavík Natura provide a beautiful setting for everything from workshops to product launches. We are a popular choice for local and international events, offering flexible spaces, quality in-house catering and AV support on site. Years of experience and expertise make Icelandair Hotel Reykjavík Natura a natural choice for hosting events of different shapes and sizes.

Our team will help you co-ordinate all logistics from catering to branding to technology, ensuring that all your requirements are met and the necessary preparations made.
Conference Rooms

Icelandair Hotel Reykjavík Natura offers a range of rooms for meetings of different sizes. There is a classic cinema, perfect for shorter presentations, seminars and lectures, along with traditional conference rooms. Conference rooms 2 and 3 offer a large variety of setups, and can be combined into an even larger area which makes a great venue for larger conferences and meetings. The conference rooms are well equipped technically and offer a projector and equipment for online meetings. A popular choice for locals as well as international gatherings of all kinds.
Conference Room 1

ideas gathering floating across spoken out loud meeting colourful ideas joining worlds joining minds coming together
Conference Room 2

Point taken over the table delivered speech representing fresh views made clear common understanding.
Talking voices aloud
Listening audience
Bringing silent harmony into
Equation of sharing and giving
to speaking sense
Conference Room 2-3

greetings meet sweet coffee sweep final session shifting views taking notes memorizing healthy attitudes making jobs done easily
Conference Room 4-5

deciding over round table square one square final arriving at destination discussion matter more and more meeting deadline

CONFERRENC AREA
Room 4-5
Conference Room 6

87.5 m²

swift productive air of fresh communication speeding process over time well spent in good company progressing further
Conference Room 7

87.5 m²

- Theater: 60
- Banquet: 60
- Class room: 40
- U-shape: 20
- Cabaret: 40
- Board room: 24
- Standing: 70

- AeqDoor (AeqArchBase70) x 4

CONFERENCE AREA
Room 7

- Conference
- Banquet
- Class room
- U-shape
- Cabaret
- Board room
- Standing

brining to the table taking
bare necessity cutting chase
down the voting hall
mark a new changing platform
sure stability
OTHER ROOM COMBINATIONS

Conference Room 4
- 85 m²
- Theater: 60
- Banquet: 60
- Class room: 40
- U-shape: 20
- Cabaret: 40
- Board room: 24
- Standing: 70

Conference Room 5
- 100 m²
- Theater: 80
- Banquet: 80
- Class room: 50
- U-shape: 24
- Cabaret: 48
- Board room: 24
- Standing: 100

Conference Room 6-7
- 172,5 m²
- Theater: 120
- Banquet: 120
- Class room: 80
- U-shape: 24
- Cabaret: 80
- Board room: 24
- Standing: 120

Conference Room 4-6
- 272,5 m²
- Theater: 230
- Banquet: 230
- Class room: 80
- U-shape: 24
- Cabaret: 80
- Board room: 24
- Standing: 300

Conference Room 4-7
- 357,5 m²
- Theater: 290
- Banquet: 290
- Class room: 80
- U-shape: 24
- Cabaret: 80
- Board room: 24
- Standing: 500
Conference Room 13 (3rd floor)

- Theater
- Banquet
- Class room
- U-shape
- Cabaret
- Board room
- Standing

25 m²

over view gaining height
framing agendas
addressing pressing issues
solving problems meeting
resolution
FUNCTION AREAS

Function Area 1

177 m²

Standing: 210

Function Area 2

139 m²

Standing: 150

Function area 1

Function area 2